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It is proven that every homeomorphism of a product of pseudo-arcs is a composition of a 
product homeomorphism with a homeomorphism which only permutes the factors. 
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A continuum is a compact, connected Hausdorff space. The interval [0, l] is 
denoted by I. A topological space X is homogeneous if and only if for each x, y E X 
there is a homeomorphism h :X + X such that h(x) = y. Map or mapping always 
means continuous function. 
If X is a continuum then X(X), the set of homeomorphisms of X is a topological 
group which acts continuously on X when 2’(X) is given the compact open topology 
[ 11. If r is an indexing set, and for each y E r, X, is a continuum, then flyer X, 
is a product continuum. In a product continuum ny__T X,, a product homeomorphism 
is a homeomorphism of the form H((x,),,,) =(h,(x,)),,, where each h, is a 
homeomorphism of X,. Product mapping is defined similarly. If all the Xv’s are 
equal to X, fl,,, X, may be written as XT. If n is a positive integer, i” is the 
boundary of I”; that is, the set of those points of I” with at least one coordinate 
equal to zero or one. 
If X and Y are metric continua and E > 0, an e-mupf: X -+ Y is a map such that 
for each y E Y, f-‘(y) has diameter less than E. If X is metric, an e-homeomorphism 
h : X + X is a homeomorphism such that, for each p E X, the distance from p to 
h(p) is less than E. The set of E homeomorphisms is a neighborhood of the identity 
in Z’(X). If each of Xi, 1 c is n, is a metric continuum with metric di, the metric 
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d on n:=, Xi is always taken to be the maximum metric; that is, d((xi):=,, (yt)z1) 
is the largest element of the set {di(xi, yi)}yE1. With this convention, it follows that 
a product mapping is an e-map if and only if each of the factor maps is an e-map, 
and a product homeomorphism is an e-homeomorphism if and only if each of its 
factor maps is an e-homeomorphism. 
A mapf: X + I” is essential provided there does not exist a nonsurjective mapping 
g: X + I” such that g If-‘(i”) =flf-‘(i”). If X and Y are continua, a mapping 
f: X + Y is weakly confluent if and only if, for every subcontinuum M c Y, there 
exists a subcontinuum W c_ X such that f( W) = M. 
Lemma 1. Every essential map of a metric continuum X onto I” is weakly confluent. 
Proof. Mazurkiewicz [ 131 proved this for the case n = 2 and said in a footnote that 
it was true for all n. Howard Cook has pointed out that the same proof works for 
all n. q 
Lemma 2. If {Xi}~EI is a finite family of metric continua and for each i, J : Xi + I is 
an onto mapping, then the product mapping 
F= fir;: fi X,+Z” 
i=l i=l 
is essential. 
Proof. This is a fairly straightforward application of the Brouwer fixed point 
theorem; it may well be a standard exercise in dimension theory. Let each X, be 
embedded into a copy Qi of the Hilbert cube. If F is not essential, there is a map 
g :ny=, Xi + i” which agrees with F on F-‘(j”). Then, since i” is an ANR, g 
extends continuously to a product of closed neighborhoods Wi of Xi in Qi* Call 
this extension G : n L, Wi + i”. 
Let S > 0 be such that whenever x, y E ny=, Wi and d (x, y) < 6, then 
d( G(x), G(y)) <$ Assume, with no loss of generality, that each point of each Wi 
is at a distance less than 6 from some point of Xi. Choose ai, bi E Xi such that 
J;(ai)=OwhileA(bi)=l. Let hi:1 + Wi be a path such that hi(l) = ai and hi(O) = bi. 
Then 
Go fi hi: Z”+~“SI” 
i=l 
is a fixed point free map, a contradiction; and the proof is complete. 
A continuum X is decomposable provided there exist proper subcontinua A, B z X 
such that X = A u B; otherwise X is indecomposable. Equivalently, X is indecompos- 
able if and only if every proper subcontinuum of X is nowhere dense. For a 
nondegenerate indecomposable continuum X, p and q belong to the same composant 
of X provided some proper subcontinuum W of X contains both p and q. This is 
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easily seen to be an equivalence relation on X, and for X metric, every equivalence 
class (composant) is known to be a dense first category F, set [12]. If p and q lie 
in different composants of X, then X is irreducible between them. X is hereditarily 
indecomposable provided every subcontinuum of X is indecomposable. Note that 
it is immediate from this definition that if X is hereditarily indecomposable and A, 
B are subcontinua of X with An B # 0, then either A E B or B s A. 
A metric continuum is chainable or arc-like if and only if, for each E > 0, there 
exists an E-map f:X+ I. A metric continuum which is both chainable and 
hereditarily indecomposable is called a pseudo-arc. Clearly each nondegenerate 
subcontinuum of a pseudo-arc is a pseudo-arc. For background material on pseudo- 
arcs, see for example [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 15, 161. 
The letter P, with or without subscripts, will henceforth denote a fixed pseudo-arc 
with a given metric p. 
For any set r, and any space X, the group of product homeomorphisms of Xr 
will be denoted 9(X’). A homeomorphism h E X(Xr) is factor preserving if and 
only if h = 0 0 H where H E ie(X“) and 0 only permutes the factors of Xr. If every 
self-homeomorphism of Xr is factor-preserving, Xr is factorwise rigid. 
M is the Menger universal curve. K. Kuperberg, W. Kuperberg, and Transue [8] 
proved that M x M is factorwise rigid. The second author [ 171 extended this result 
to arbitrary products of M or of Sierpinski universal curves. Lewis [9, problem 601 
has asked whether P has the same property. Lysko and Bellamy [3] have given a 
proof that this is true for the product P x P, using techniques that do not directly 
generalize to larger products. In the present article, this result is extended to all 
products of pseudo-arcs. 
The next four lemmas summarize the principal facts about pseudo-arcs which 
will be used here. 
Lemma 3 [5] or [ 161. P is homogeneous. 
Lemma 4 [6]. P has the$xed point property. 
Lemma 5 [lo]. Given any homeomorphism h : P + P and any E > 0 there is a jinite 
sequence h, , hZ, . . . , h, of e-homeomorphisms of P whose composition h, 0 h, 0 * * - 0 h, 
is h. 
Lemma 6. Given any E > 0 and any p, q which belong to diferent composants of P, 
there exists an e-map f: P + 1 such that f -l(O) = {p} and f -'( 1) = {q}. 
Proof. This follows easily from Theorem 1 of [4, p. 441 and the proof thereof. 0 
In a product n yGr X,, a set obtained by fixing a single coordinate will be called 
a slice. In particular, the set 
U@, PI = (x7&r E II XT xU =P 
1 YE I- I I 
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will be called an cy-slice, or, if the point p is needed, the p-a slice. The same 
notation will be used if y = (yy)yer~flyCr X,; in this case, L((Y, y) = 
WYETH rIyer X, 1 x, = ye}. Note that for fixed (Y, distinct a-slices are disjoint; and 
if one slice contains another slice, the two are equal. In IT, the 0 - CY and 1 - (Y slices 
are called the opposite a-faces of Ir. 
Lemma 7. A homeomorphism h of a product continuum n,,,, X, is a product homeo- 
morphism if and only if, for every a, the image under h of every a-slice is an a-slice. 
Proof. Define h,:X,+X, by h,(x)=y where h(L(a,x))=L(a,y). Itisclearthat 
h =Ilaer k. ‘J 
Henceforth, na : rjyer X, + X, will always denote the projection map, with the 
exception that, in I’, &a : Ir + I, = I will denote the projection. 
Lemma 8. Let X be a nondegenerate continuum. A homeomorphism h E X(X’) is 
factor preserving zf and only if the image of every slice under h is a slice. 
Proof. Fix (Y E r, and define A( p) = {p E X 1 h( L( a, p)) is a p-slice}. Note that each 
A(p) is open in X. To see this, suppose x E A(p), and h(L(cr, x)) = L( p, y). For 
any U open in X such that y E U but U # X, there is some open set c in flrGr X, 
A 
such that L( a, x) c e and mP 0 h( V) c U. Then using compactness, there is an open 
set V in X containing x such that 
I 
(Zy)yer E rI x, 
I I 
z, E v c I? 
YET 
Thus, if w E V, rp 0 h(L(a, w)) # X, and h(L(a, w)) is a p-slice. Thus XE VGA(P), 
so that A( /3) is open. Hence, {A( P)}p=r is a covering of X by pairwise disjoint 
open sets. Since X is connected, A(p) = X for some /3; denote this p by +(a). 
Then 4 : r + r is a function. 
To prove that the image of every slice under h-’ is a slice, suppose L( p, y) 
is a p-slice. Since {h-‘(y)} =n {L(q h-‘(y))) a c r}, it follows that {y} = 
fl {MUa, h-‘(y))) 1 a E r}. Let _$ be a point differing from y only in the Pth 
coordinate. Then since 9 & n { h( L( a, h-‘(y))) 1 a E r}, there is an & E r such that 
y^a h(L(&, h-‘(y))). Then, since h(L( 6, h-‘(y))) is a slice, it must be a p-slice; 
in particular, h(L(6, h-‘(y))) = L( p, y). Thus, hP’(L( p, y)) = L(cu^, h-‘(y)), as 
required. Hence, C#J -’ is a function as well, so that 4 : r + r is bijective. This implies 
that h is factor-preserving, being a product homeomorphism followed by the permu- 
tation C#I on the factors. 
The converse is clear, and the proof is complete. Cl 
The set function T is defined on the subsets of a continuum X as follows: T(A) 
is that subset of X such that for x E X, XG T(A) if and only if x has a closed, 
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connected neighborhood W such that W n A = 0. A substantial body of literature 
exists on the set function T; the interested reader is referred to the articles in Sections 
II and V of [14] and the bibliographies thereof. The next three lemmas give the 
only facts about T which are needed here. 
Lemma 9. If {XY}YtT is a family of indecomposable continua and L c nTycr X, is a 
slice, then T(L) = JJyar X,. 
Proof. If W is a subcontinuum of nyGr X, and W has nonempty interior, then its 
projection to every X, must be onto. Thus W meets every slice. 0 
Lemma 10. If r is nondegenerate and n,, r X, is a product of nondegenerate continua 
and A is a proper subset of a slice in HYEr X,, then T(A) # nycr X,. 
Proof. Assume A G L(a, p) and let (a,,)+- E L( a, p) -A. Let U be a closed set with 
interior in X, such that p g U. Then 
{(x~)~~~ 1 x, e U or for every y f cq x7 = ay} 
is a continuum with nonempty interior which misses A. (This is a classical argument 
of F.B. Jones.) 0 
Lemma 11. Zf X is a continuum, AG X, and h: X-+ X is a homeomorphism, then 
T(h(A)) = h(T(A)). 
Proof. This is clear. 0 
If B c r then Qe : nIYEr X, + nyEB X, is the projection, Od(x,>,,r) = (xJyG~, 
with the exception that Q8 denotes this projection in I? 
Lemma 12. Let L be a slice in Pr. Suppose h E X( Pr) and thatfor some a, mm 0 h(L) Z 
P Let f, : P+ I be an onto map for each y E r and assume that f ;l(O) and f i’(l) are 
singletons lying in different composants of P and missing ca 0 h(L). Let F = 
HTyEl‘ f, : Pr + IT. Then F(h(L)) separates lr between its two a-faces. (That is, ifC 
is a continuum in Ir which intersects both {XE Ir Ix0 = 0) and {XE Ir Ixu = I}, then 
F(h(L)) n C + 0.) 
Proof. Let p,=fa’(O) and p, =fi’(l). Suppose that there is a continuum Ac Ir 
with points a, and a, on the 0- and l- a-faces, respectively, such that A n F( h (L)) = 0. 
Then there is a finite subset B of r containing CY such that &(A) n &( F( h( L))) = 0. 
Now since FB=fl,,sfy:PB+I u is weakly confluent, there is some continuum 
K c PB such,that F,(K) = &(A). There are points b, and b, in K such that 
Fu(b,) = &(a,,) and FB(bl) = &(al). But then the cvth coordinate of b, is p,, and 
the ath coordinate of b, is p,. It follows that T~(Q,‘(K)) = P, = P, since Qe is 
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monotone and no proper subcontinuum of P contains {pO, p,}. Suppose CJ is a 
closed neighborhood of p0 in P, missing ~~ 0 h(L), and let M = {x E Pr lx, E U}. 
Then M u QS’( K) is a continuum in Pr with nonempty interior which misses h(L). 
But this can’t be, since T( h( L)) = Pr. This contradiction completes the proof. Cl 
Lemma 13. Suppose LG Pr is a slice and h E X(P’) and h(L) is not a slice. Then 
forevety YET, n,oh(L)=P 
Proof. Suppose for some (YET, na(h(L))#P,. Let po,pIEP,-na(h(L)), and 
assume that p. and p1 belong to distinct composants of P,, and neither belongs to 
the composant containing n,(h(L)). Without loss of generality, assume L is a 
P-slice, and let (ay)yar E L. 
Let ( Wk)?=‘=, be a decreasing sequence of nondegenerate subcontinua of Pe whose 
intersection is {up}. Let W(k) = W, x {(av),,+p}. By hypothesis, h(L) is not a slice. 
If h(L) is a proper subset of a slice, then T(h(L)) # Pr by Lemma 10, while by 
Lemmas 9 and 11, T( h( L)) = Pr. Therefore, na( h( L)) is nondegenerate, and it 
follows that, for some m, n,(h( W(m))) E na( h( L)). Choose 6 E W,,, sufficiently 
close to up that na(h(L(/?,b)))#P,, and let J=L(p, b). Then rU(h(J))n 
n=(h(L))fP), so that either n_(h(J))s n,(h(L)) or na(h(L)) c na(h(J)). Assume 
the former; the two cases are identical. There is a finite subset B of r, containing 
(Y, such that Q,(h(L))nQ,(h(J))=0. Since Q,(h(L)) and Q,(h(J)) are subsets 
of rITyEB P,,, there is E > 0 such that E is less than the distance from QB( h(J)) to 
Q,(h( L)) (with respect to the max metric on n,,,, P,). For each y E r let f, : P + I 
bean e-map, andassume thatfi’(0) =poandf,‘(l) =p,. Then F =nyErf,: Pr + Ir 
is a continuous map, and FB = n yE B f, : P ‘+IB isan .+map.Thus, FB(Qe(h(J)))n 
F,(Q,(h(L))) =0, and since FB(QB(W))) = &(F(h(J))) and &(Qdh(L))) = 
&(F(h(L))), it follows that &(F(h(J)))n&(F(h(L)))=0 and that F(h(J))n 
F(h(L)) =0. Furthermore, by Lemma 12, F(h(J)) separates I“ between its two 
a-faces. (Neither F(h(J)) nor F(h(L)) meets an a-face by composant choices for 
p. and pl.) However, Ga(F(h(J))) =f,(na(h(J))), and since na(h(J)) E r,(h(L)), 
it follows thatf,(a,(h(J)))c_f~(~,(h(L))), and thus Ga(F(h(J)))& i;,(F(h(L))). 
Let (xy)y~r and (Yv)ver be points in F(h(L)) with smallest and largest cuth coordin- 
ates, respectively. Let 
A = {(t,>,Er EIrIforeachy#a, t,=x,,andO~t,~x,}, 
P={(t,),~r E Ir 1 for each y # (Y, t, = y,, and ya G t, s 1). 
Then, each of A and B is a straight line segment meeting F(h( L)), and Au B u 
F(h( L)) is a continuum in Ir joining the two a-faces but missing F(h(J)). But 
F(h(J)) separates Ir between these two faces, and the proof is done by contra- 
diction. El 
Lemma 14. Suppose h E X(P’), L is an a-slice and V~ 0 h(L) # P,. Then h(L) is an 
a-slice. 
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Proof. The proof of Lemma 13 gives this result, too. 0 
Lemma 15. Suppose h E X( P’), (Y E r, and there is an a-slice L such that 57, 0 h(L) # 
P, . Then for each o-slice L’, h (L’) is an a-slice. 
Proof. Let A={xE Plh(L( x, a)) is an a-slice}, and B = {x E PI h(L(x, a)) is not 
an a-slice}. Then A # 0, since if z E L, L = L(z,, o) and h(L) is an a-slice. If B # 0, 
AuB=P,andAnB=@. 
Let a E A and define x by h( L(a, a)) = L(x, a). Suppose B # 0 and let b E B. Then 
h(L(b, o)) is not an a-slice, and so by Lemma 13, n=(h(L(b, a))) = P,; in particular, 
x~ r,(h(L(b, a))), so that h(L(b,a))nL(x,a)#& that is h(L(b,a))n 
h (L( a, a)) + 0. Consequently L( b, a) n L( a, a) # 0. Thus a = b, which is impossible. 
Hence, B=(b and A=P. Cl 
Theorem 1. For each finite set B in L’, let G(B) = {h E X( P’) 1 for each a E B, if L is 
an a-slice, h(L) is an a-slice}. Then G(B) is an open-closed subgroup of X(P’). 
Proof. Clearly G(B) is a group. Also, G(B) = natS G({a}), and so, to show that 
G(B) is open, all that needs to be shown is that G({a}) is open for each (Y. Fix 1~. 
For convenience, let G({a}) = G. 
Recall that the topology on X(P“) is the compact-open topology. If C is a 
compact subset of Pr and U is open in P’, then (C, U) = {h E SY( P’) 1 h(C) E U} 
is a sub-basic open set in X(P’). To see that some open set containing 1 is in G, 
suppose U(a) and V(o) are open in P such that U(a) u V(a) = P, but U(a) # P 
and V(o) # P Then find H(Q) and K(Q) such that H(a) and K(cu) are closed 
subsets of P such that H(cu)u K(a) = P, Hi U(a) and K((Y)E V(a). Let 
U={XEP~IX,E U(a)}, V={XEP~IX,E V(~~)},H={~EP~~~~EH((Y)}~~~K= 
{xEP~~x~EE((Y)}. Then l~(Ef, U)n(K, V), which is open in X(P’). But also, 
(H, U) n (K, V) G G, by Lemma 14. Thus, G is open. But then G is closed, too, for 
all open subgroups are closed. 0 
Theorem 2. Recall that %( Pr) denotes the set of product homeomorphisms in X( P’). 
Then %(P“)=n,,r G({a}) and %(Pr) is a closed, normal subgroup of X(P”). 
Proof. Clearly %(P’) is a closed subgroup of X(Pr), since %( P’) = naer G({a}). 
Suppose h E %( P’) and g E X( P’). Consider g 0 h 0 g-‘. Write h = nntr h, where, 
for CUET, h,EZ(P). For B afiniteset of r, let h(B)=naE,. h(B),where h(B),= 
1 (E X(P)) for (Y @ B, and h(B), = h, for (Y E B. Further, let h(B) = nasr h(B), 
where h(j), = 1 (E X(P)) for (Y E B, and h(g), = h, for (Y& B. 
If 1 E V, an open set in %‘(P’), there is an open set U in X(P’) such that 1 E U 
and if f E 17, then g 0 f 0 g-’ E V. (This is because of the continuity of the group 
operations.) To see that if cy E I’, then g 0 h 0 g-’ E G({o}), fix a. Since G({a}) is 
open, there is a basic open set U containing 1 such that g 0 U 0 g-’ s G({cx}). Write 
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U = n:=, (C(i), U(i)), i.e., as an intersection of sub-basic sets. Since 1 E U, C(i) E 
U(i) for each i For each i, there are finite collections { V(i, l), . . . , V(i, m(i))} and 
{ V’(i, l), . . . ) V’( i, m(i))} of basic open sets of Pr such that 
m(i) m(i) m(i) 
C(i)z U V’(i,j)c U v’(i,j)c_ U V(i,j)c U(i), 
j=l j=l j=l 
andV’(i,j)c V(i,j) for eachjsm(i). Now C(i)=U,~~‘(C(i)nV’o) and for 
j< m(i), D(i,j)= C(i)nV’(i,j)c V(i,j). 
Note that if 6’ is a basic open set in Pr and C is a closed set in 0, then there is 
a finite set Bi in r such that h( ii) E (C, 0). Thus, there is a finite set Bi in r such that 
h(&)tmfi(D(i,j), V(i,j))C(C(i), U(i)). 
j=l 
Let B = Uz, Bi. Then 
h(L?)e ($ 
i=l ( 
mii,(D(i,j), V(i,j))) c 6 (C(i), U(i))= U, 
j=l i=l 
and goh(i)‘EG({cz}). 
For p E B, Lemma 5 can be used to write h, as a finite composition 
h/3(I) o 43(2) O. . * 0 hp( k) of homeomorphisms of P such that if hp( i) = nyErf, 
where f,=l~%?(P) if y#p, and fp=hp(i), then go&(i)og-‘EG({a}) and 
g4r({~})~g-1=(g~&(l)~g-‘)~(g4&(2)~g-’)~~ .~o(go&(k)ag-‘)EG({cY}). 
But then g 0 h(B) 0 g-’ E G({a}), since h(B) is a composition of the h({ p})‘s for 
p E B (in any order; they commute) and h = h(B) 0 h(i) so that g 0 h 0 g-’ = 
(g~h(B)~g~‘)~(g~h(l?)~g-‘)EG({a}). This completes the proof. Cl 
Theorem 3. Every homeomorphism of a product of pseudo-arcs is factor preserving; 
that is, products of pseudo-arcs are factorwise rigid. 
Proof. It suffices, by Lemma 8, to prove that the image of every slice under any 
h E X(P’) is a slice. Suppose to the contrary that there exists a slice LG Pr and 
an h E X( Pr ) such that h(L) is not a slice. By Lemma 13, for every y, ny( h( L)) = P 
Let (P&~- E h(L), and let (qv)ver. be any point in Pr differing from (py)yEr in 
only one coordinate; that is, for some (Y, pa # qa, but py = qr for y # (Y. Let g, : P+ P 
be a homeomorphism such that gn( pa) = qa and let a, be a fixed point of g,. For 
y # (Y, let g, be the identity map, and g = nycr g, be the product homeomorphism. 
Since na( h( L)) = P, in particular, a, E 7ra( h( L)), and so there exists a point a = 
(av)vSr E h(L) such that ~,(a) = a,. Since, for each y, a7 is a fixed point of gy, a 
is a fixed point of g. Now g E %( Pr), and so h-’ 0 g 0 h E %(P’) also. Consequently, 
h-’ 0 g 0 h(L) is a slice in the same direction as L. However, since a E h(L), there 
exists XE L such that h(x)= a. Then g(h(x))=g(a)= a, and h-‘ego h(x)=x. 
Therefore, h-’ 0 goh(L)nL#@, so that h-‘ogoh(L)=L. Thus, since (qv)ver= 
g((p,),,r) E g(h(L)); h-‘((q,),,r) E h-’ 0 g o h(L) = L and ~0 (qv)vcr E h(L). Thus, 
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every point of P’; which differs in only one coordinate from a point of h(L), itself 
belongs to h(L). However, if B is a finite subset of r, ( py)vtT E h(L) and (sy)ycT E Pr 
such that s, = pr for each y& B, there is a finite sequence {x(k)};=o of points of Pr 
such that x(O) = (Pi)+-; x(n) = (Qytl., and each x( k - 1) differs from x(k) only 
in one coordinate. Thus if P’= {z E Pr 1 z, = pr for ye B}, P’G h(L). But then 
h(L) = P’., for h(L) is a closed set. This is a contradiction, since h(L) is a proper 
subcontinuum of Pr. 0 
It is peculiar that homogeneity plays such a strong role in this proof. Is every 
(finite) product of hereditarily indecomposable continua factorwise rigid? 
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